
BJÖRG FORM &
ARKITEKTUR AB

Spread out glue with a notched trowel, for 3-4 rows of 
blocks at the time. Press down the wood blocks firmly, 
one by one. A.  Use a cross laser for guide B

Let the glue to cure for at least 24 hrs. Sand the surface 
with an orbital sander. Begin with 50-grit sandpaper and 
continue with 60-grit and 80-grit papers C.

Fill up the joists with Bona Mix & Fill mixed with grinder 
dust and umbra pigments. Let the filler cure and repeat a 
couple of rounds. Sand surface with 80-grit sandpaper.

For the first surface treatment us a mix of 2,5 l Bona 
Craft Oil nature +  15 cl Bona Frost, for a natural wooden 
look D. For following treatments use only Bona Craft Oil 
nature or a clear hard wax oil compatible with the oil.
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Type-description Hex

BRIGHT OIL DARK FILLER
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Spread out glue with a notched 
trowel, for 3-4 rows of blocks at 
the time. Press down the wood 
blocks firmly, one by one. A.  
Use a cross laser for guide B

Let the glue to cure for at least 
24 hrs. Sand the surface with 
an orbital sander C. Begin with 
50-grit sandpaper and continue 
with 60-grit and 80-grit papers.

Fill up the joists with Bona Mix 
& Fill mixed with grinder dust 
and umbra pigments. Let the 
filler cure and repeat a couple of 
rounds. Sand surface with 80-grit 
sandpaper. 

The floor is finished with 
pigmented hard wax oil Osmo 
Jatoba and after curing a second 
coating of Osmo 3032. Use 
a spackle to apply the hard 
wax oil an D. To get an evenly 
colored surface, finish whole 
floor sections 
without 
stops.

Type-description Basic

DARK FILLER AND 
PIGMENTED HARD 
WAX OIL
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Type-description Basic

PIGMENTED OIL ON 
BRUSHED SURFACE 
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The floor is delivered as loose, untreated wood blocks A. 
For floors with open joists, the gap between wood blocks 
should be as small as possible. Spread out glue with a notched 
trowel, for 3-4 rows of blocks at the time. Press down the wood 
blocks firmly, one by one.  Use a cross laser for guide.

Let the glue to cure for at least 24 hrs. Sand the surface with an 
orbital sander with 60-grit sandpaper. For structure, the surface 
is sanded with at steel brush followed by a nylon brush for a 
smooth surface. Finally,  sand lightly wind sandpaper or Abralon 
500 to soften the rigdes.  Brush harder for rough, non-
slip surfaces. B. Smaller areas can be covered with 
angel grinder C. For lager floors an orbital sander 
with a brush system is preferred, from Bona, 
Pallman etc D.  

Apply a thick layer of pigmented oil using a 
brush or a paint roller. Make sure the sides 
of the blocks are covered too.  Remove 
surplus oil from the joists with a 
piece of paper wipe the surface 
with cotton cloth. Second 
coating Osmo 3032.
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